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Background

Proper analysis of U.S. reaction to China’s rise must:

• Include Japan as an essential factor
• Incorporate the geopolitics of the Asian miracle

My own background

• Academic mentor: Ezra Vogel—”Japan as Number One”
• Career mentor: Herman Kahn—”The Emerging Japanese Superstate”
• 1972 paper: “Rise of the Pacific Basin”
• 1993 book:  “The Rise of China”
• 2008 book:  “Asia, America & the Transformation of Geopolitics”



Saving Asia

U.S.-Japan Alliance

Stabilization of Japan

• 1940 economic system gave the bureaucracy enormous power 
independent of politicians

• 1955 political system stabilized conservative control of the government

Reversion of Okinawa 1972

Pacific Basin economic dynamism

We saved Asia from Soviet domination, communism

• Created deep personal & institutional bonds
• Supplemented by ideological compatibility



The Asian miracle: What Japan taught Asia

Global search for best practice

Gradual economic opening

Gradual marketization

Ruthless implementation of whatever was necessary for 
economic efficiency

Economic success generates geopolitical influence even 
without great military power

Rising domestic & international competition

Emphasize export efficiency rather than import replacement

S Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia 
followed



Central geopolitical lessons of Asian Miracle

Economic growth at 7-10% creates domestic cohesion 

Economic growth at 7-10% creates geopolitical influence 
regardless of military power

Foreign policies based on promulgating ideology (communism, 
democracy) are doomed to failure

• Different situations require different strategies
• Ideological imposition creates nationalist backlash



China joins the Asian miracle, 1979-

Global search for best practice

Gradual economic opening

Focus on export efficiency rather than import substitution

Ruthless implementation of whatever was necessary for 
economic efficiency: 

• 50 Million SOE jobs, 25M manufacturing jobs lost, 1994-2004

Rising domestic & international competition

Military budget cut from 16% to 3% of GDP

Settled all land borders except India

Curtailed efforts to promote communism abroad 



Japan’s commitment to model decays, 1975-

Zoku dominance replaces ruthless drive for efficiency

Economy remains more closed than others, including China

Emphasis on Japanese uniqueness replaces emphasis on 
acquiring global best practice

Roughly coincided with China’s era of reform

Steadily declining productivity & GDP growth 

Culminating in bubble crisis & economic stagnation

Worsened by demographic slowdown

Emergence of backward looking politics

• Contrast Abe & Hatoyama with Tanaka
• Criticism of globalization, post office efficiency, Postal Savings reform



Key geopolitical consequences

China’s global economic influence came to exceed Japan’s even 
when economy was far smaller

South Korea rapidly catching up in living standards and 
competitiveness (numbers from Richard Katz, TOE)

• In 2011, Korea’s per capita GDP will equal 88% of Japan’s (PPP)
• By 2015, per capita GDP will probably exceed Japan’s (PPP basis)
• Samsung, Hyundai gaining on Sony, Toshiba, Toyota

Semiconductor market shares: Intel 14%, Samsung 8%, Toshiba 5%
• Korean exports have risen from 12% of Japan’s (1980) to 58% (2008)
• A unified Korea in 2020 could be far more powerful than Japan
• Keys: favorable to trade, investment, foreign labor, women



Japan, China & U.S. policies

Endof 1990s: Japan becomes very sensitive to “Japan passing”

• Very angry reaction against President Clinton’s visit to China

Armitage Report 2000: Bipartisan call for return to Cold War 
relationships

• U.S. should pay less attention to China
• Japan should be the cornerstone of all U.S. policy in Asia
• Japan should be pressured to take stronger defense role
• Bush strongly implements the recommendations

Replaces China experts with Japan experts in key policy roles



Results disappoint

Under Bush, enormous frustration with Japan over 

• Futenma—Pentagon disillusioned
• North Korea nuclear program—State Dept disillusioned
• Economic stagnation

Many influential analysts disturbed by:

• Seeming encouragement of rewriting of history, alienation of neighbors
• Seeming effort to maintain Japan’s role by keeping China down

e.g., emphasis on excluding China from regional security arrangements
• 2005 “2+2 Agreement” bringing Taiwan under the alliance

Fundamentally altered China’s view of U.S. alliances & bases
• Four power naval exercises
• Feared evolution of alliance from alliance of peoples into alliance of 

right wings of the two countries



Key consequences

Widespread feeling that Japan was not an effective partner

Serious concern about the rise of the far right

• Koizumi invited to visit Elvis Presley’s memorial rather than two 
address the U.S. Congress

Concern in some circles that the alliance was becoming an 
alliance of the right wings of the two countries rather than the
peoples



On key issues, China became the U.S. partner

North Korea

War on terror

Regional crime

Regional drugs

Freedom of trade

Freedom of investment

Above all, global financial crisis

Solution of environment & climate change issues seemed to 
depend largely on whether U.S. & China could agree

Easing of Taiwan-PRC tensions

• Reduction of U.S. defense budget targeted at China



G2 concept discredited quickly (I)

Above trends led to emergence of the (never widely accepted) 
G2 concept

U.S. sense of betrayal over Copenhagen conference on climate 
change

Slow Chinese acceptance of stronger sanctions on Iran

Chinese toughening on FDI—destroyed the pro-China 
business lobby

Chinese overreaction to Dalai Lama visit with Obama



G2 concept discredited quickly (II)

Chinese overreaction to Taiwan arms sales overshadowed 
cross-Straits rapprochement

Chinese error that financial crisis constituted a permanent, 
radical reduction of U.S. economic & power position

Chinese failure to react to Cheonan sinking

U.S. insensitivity on tires, currency when China lost 30 million
jobs

Anti-China instincts in U.S. Congress & media: Sudan, energy 
security

• India given a free ride on borders, nuclear, South China Sea



Current situation

U.S.-China relationship works well on most practical issues

But serious mutual suspicion, tension, ideological difference

Every significant segment of U.S. opinion wants:

• Japanese economic success
• An influential Japanese role in Asia
• A strong U.S.-Japan alliance 

Most influential Americans of both parties view Japan as largely
weak and ineffectual

• U.S. leaders now always visit Japan before China, but the important 
dealings are with China 



The future: Japan can revive

Despite demographic slowdown

Japan is world’s most civilized society

Japanese people are more educated than Americans

Japan has great technology—Hayabusa—7 great companies

Japan can lead the world in showing how to manage a mature, 
graying society

• We’re all graying, including China

Japanese leaders need to mobilize around a positive vision of 
the future

• not rewriting past history 
• not evoking nostalgia for a village past



Key elements of a revitalized Japan
More open to trade
More open to foreign investment
More competition at home
More open to foreign labor
Accept painful shakeouts for efficiency

Post office, Postal Savings Bank, corporations, banks
Give women a full role in the economy
Free up the property market
Shift the balance of income from corporations to consumers

Not the opposite



Does Japan need a crisis?

Japan’s great periods of globalization, innovation and growth 
have followed shocks

• Early Meiji era
• Post-World War II recovery

Koizumi averted a great shock

• But saved the1955 system, prolonged Japan’s agony

Everyone hopes Japan can revitalize without a crisis



The future: China, two scenarios

Scenario I:  Japan 1975

• Assertive interest groups & localities; overconfidence; inward-looking
• But note greater economic openness, competition, & social openness

Scenario II: Restored dynamism of economic & political reform

• Avoidance of overconfidence
• Maintenance of central government’s decisiveness
• Enough confidence to renew political reform

Chinese leaders have handled the crisis and its aftermath with 
greater skill than any other big country

But continuation of China’s current dynamism cannot be taken 
for granted



The future:  U.S. predominance is not assured

The U.S. economy & polity are very resilient

• China needs to understand this

But the U.S. is no longer dominant everywhere

Continued U.S. global leadership will require:

• Reversing dangerous political polarization
• Much more competent economic management
• A cosmopolitan perspective that was missing in the Bush 

administration and is threatened by the Tea Party
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